THE TOP 100 MUSLIM
CONTRIBUTIONS to AMERICA
THE AMERICA YOU ONCE KNEW
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THE NEW ISLAMIC AMERICA

Since the Islamic takeover of the US embassy
in Tehran in 1979, all we hear, everywhere, is
Islam this and Islam that. Jihad, Muslim, martyr,
Comfortable Language - Our language
and daily TV news reports were familiar and Allah, allahu akbar, Sharia Law, hijab, hijra, etc.
we could easily understand most of what
We can no longer even turn on our TV's without
was happening around us. We didn't need
experiencing feelings of anxiety, knowing we
to learn Arabic terminology and barbaric
cultural norms to understand what was just will probably hear about another Muslim
running wild and trying to kill someone or blow
plain common sense.
something up. All this with a population of only
1%. What can we expect at 5-10% like they
now have in France? Genocide?

Trusted Neighbors - We lived in a land
where we trusted our neighbors, helped
one another, made friends easily and felt
like the large majority of Americans were
generally working together for the common
good of all.

We can no longer trust our neighbors,
especially where our kids are concerned.
Muslims from Sharia Law-loving countries are
pouring into quiet American communities and
bringing their “culture of death”. A high number
of them are full of hatred for Americans and
more than a few are bomb makers, beheaders,
rapists and pedophiles.

Traditional Holidays – We all celebrated
our most cherished holidays like Easter,
Christmas, Thanksgiving, Hanukkah, July
Fourth , Labor Day, etc., that brought us all
together for a time of joy and good tidings.
Love of country, kindness and friendship
have always been the underpinnings of
American celebrations.

Our holidays are now under constant attack
under the guise of not being “inclusive enough”
of Islamic and other cultures. A majority of
Muslims refuse to celebrate most American
holidays and instead have their own exclusive
holidays that celebrate ancient Islamic
massacres with shocking blood-letting rituals
and inhumane animal slaughter.

Childrens' Celebrations – American kids
from all cultures celebrated Valentine's Day,
Halloween and other occasions as a fun
time for children and adults alike.

Muslims are now demanding that these
celebrations be stopped as they are not
“inclusive enough” or are unIslamic. Many
schools are now banning these activities
completely to appease Muslims intent on
destroying American culture.
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Air travel is now a nightmare, thanks to
Muslims. It has been transformed from a
glamorous, adventurous activity to a cramped,
hectoring, inhospitable affair, with glum,
shoeless hordes holding up their beltless
Our bags didn't need to be scanned for
trousers while jumping through intrusive
explosives, we weren't needlessly exposed and inefficient checkpoints. Passengers
to radiation from X-Ray machines, we didn't are poked, prodded, threatened, herded
have TSA laughing looking at pictures of
like cattle, and treated as likely criminals
our private parts and we certainly didn't
while America is hamstrung from efficiently
have agents groping and fondling our
focusing on the true source of the problem.
children.
Meanwhile, Muslims in burqas breeze through
the checkpoints like Americans once did
before the Islamic invasion started.
Fun Vacations - Travel by air was fun for
the whole family and the delays were
reasonable. Airport personnel treated us
with respect and greeted us with a smile.
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Trusted Educators – When we sent our
kids to school, we didn't worry about what
they were being taught. We knew that
nearly all teachers had the students' best
interests in mind and were focused on all
students becoming well-educated, good
civic-minded citizens.

Islamic indoctrination is rampant at
schools and universities all across America,
a practice accommodated by, and funded by,
an uninformed American public. Leftist
teachers (in cahoots with relentless Islamic
groups) are now more focused on a political
agenda than they are in delivering a quality
education.
(The citation below contains a mind-boggling
list of concessions allowing Islamic
indoctrination of our kids).

Parent Alert! ----------->
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Patriotic Students – students from all
cultures assimilated to the American way of
life by honoring the traditions of patriotism
like saluting the flag and saying The Pledge
of Allegiance.

http://www.akdart.com/islam4.html

The Muslim Brotherhood front group CAIR
discourages Muslim students from taking
the Pledge of Allegiance. Many Muslims now
refuse to stand for the National Anthem or to
place their hands over their hearts when the
Pledge is recited. Disloyalty to America is on
open display in classrooms all across America
and Muslims are leading the way.
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Subversive Muslim groups, along with the
liberal Left-wing and Pearson Publishing
(semi-owned by Qatar,) have infiltrated
History Books Taught History – children
educational institutions and conspired to distort
of America were taught the history of the
history to a point that it is now unrecognizable.
U.S. and the world exactly as events
Islam is consistently glorified and whitehappened. There was never any confusion washed in textbooks while Christianity and
about the truth of the history being taught or Judaism are made out to be the historical
about the true intentions of the teachers or aggressors. In addition, the U.S. Is routinely
the school board members.
demonized while Islamic countries are held in
high esteem and as model examples This is
happening all over America in K-12 as well as
in most colleges.

Kids' Homework Made Sense – childrens'
homework was basically standard fare and
primarily consisted of reading, writing and
arithmetic. Parents were usually able to
easily assist if the kids needed additional
help.

Much of the homework in many schools is now
taken from the secret lesson plans of Common
Core (partially created and funded by Muslim
countries) which focuses on indoctrination of
Islam. This includes writing about the Pillars of
Islam, memorizing and writing in Arabic the
statement of faith of Islam (Shahada) and
composing stories to their parents about their
future conversion to Islam. These assignments
are backed up in class by role play exercises to
dress like Muslims and learn Islamic culture
(like physically trying on headscarves) and
Islamic vocabulary.

The escalating Islamic threat that any Muslim
can “go postal” at any time and set off a bomb,
start a stabbing spree or begin shooting into
Worry-free Public Gatherings - going to crowds of innocent and unsuspecting
football games, parades and special events Americans has left families fearful of attending
were always lots of fun. And, millions of
large-scale events and venues. In addition,
Americans never gave a second thought to the presence of new security requirements
going to the mall on the weekends to “shop has now made attendance at some events
'til they dropped”.
so miserable and inconvenient that it is more
trouble to go than it is worth.
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Law Enforcement Was Highly Regarded
– the great majority of our citizens of all
cultures respected agencies like the local
police, the FBI and CIA and willingly
cooperated to help uphold law and order.

Immigrants Blended in Politically –
immigrant citizens of all cultures accepted
the America way of life and if they decided
to participate in the political process they
willingly became Democrats, Republicans
or Independents.
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Islamic supremacist organizations like the
Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR)
now brazenly display and distribute posters
that encourage Muslims to NOT cooperate with
the FBI . In addition, they are instructed to
immediately bring in lawyers, even when being
asked simple routine questions about
radicalized members of the Muslim community.
Additionally, many of the leaders of the Black
Lives Matter (BLM) movement are Muslim and
routinely encourage attacks on law
enforcement personnel.

Islamist groups in America have become very
involved in the political process and have also
become well-entrenched in highly-placed
government positions of power and authority.
They are contributing enormous sums of
money to Left wing Liberal Democrats and in
return are demanding support for suppressing
all negative speech about Islam and an
escalation in forcing the tenets of Sharia law
down Americans' collective throats. Several
new Islamic organizations like the U.S. Council
of Muslim Organizations (USCMO) and the
American Muslim Political Action Committee
(AMPAC) were recently created to bring all
Muslims in America together to vote as one
block and essentially become the basis for a
new political party as soon as their numbers
are large enough. As the Islamic population
grows exponentially, this group will be able to
totally change the outcome of elections in
America in the not too distant future.
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War after war with Islam has drained America
of her vast reserves. Some estimates put the
monetary expenditures (so far) at over
$3,000,000,000,000 (trillion) with no end in
sight. In addition, the huge expansion of the
America Was Financially Sound – the
TSA as well as the creation of the DHS (due to
federal government always had a
reasonable amount of resources to fund the Muslim terrorism inside America) has
decimated America's budgets. Large cuts to
military as well as numerous social
Social Security are projected in the near future
programs. Social Security and a full
complement of medical services at minimal and Medicare has already been gutted with
cost was something that we could all count premiums skyrocketing and cost of living
adjustments nearly non-existent. These huge
on for our Golden Years.
expenditures for trying to prevent Muslim
terrorism at home will be felt by Americans for
decades to come.
The Increased cost are not confined to the
government alone. Every type of business is
being affected as well. From increased air
fares to escalating shipping costs to higher
priced groceries and drugs, all Americans are
paying higher and higher prices as costs
escalate due to the security needed to thwart
the scourge of Islamic terrorism.
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Churches all over America are being sold to
Muslims to be converted to mosques. In
several instances, such as at the Washington
National Cathedral, Muslims have held prayer
services. In others, Muslim imams are leading
Churches Were Churches – there was
Christians in prayer as a part of the deceptive
never a question about which religions
would worship at a church and all churches interfaith dialogue scams that are now running
rampant between Islamist organizations and
were expected to display crosses to
represent Christianity. When churches were Christian / Jewish organizations. In churches
that welcome refugees, crosses are being
sold, they were usually sold to another
group of Christians, perhaps for a different covered or taken down to “not offend” Muslim
refugees and in Catholic schools crosses are
denomination.
now being removed so as not to offend Muslim
students.
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Privacy Was Assured – Americans felt
that their right to reasonable privacy was
intact and there was no need to worry
excessively about government intrusion or
intervention.

THE NEW ISLAMIC AMERICA

The privacy of ordinary Americans has now
been sorely compromised thanks to the
constant threat of Islamic terrorism. We now
routinely accept surveillance cameras
everywhere, telephone conversation
monitoring, drones over our homes with
cameras, cash transaction controls, reams of
extra paperwork to apply for anything and
government snooping at an unprecedented
level.

Employers all across America are now under
constant assault by Muslims that threaten to
sue or walk out if they do not get special
treatment. Muslims are shutting down
assembly lines, demanding special breaks all
throughout the day to pray, demanding that
foot-baths and prayer rooms be installed,
refusing to sell alcohol at checkouts and
refusing to drive delivery trucks that carry pork
Employers Set Fair Rules for All – Most products, Taxi drivers are also refusing to carry
employers had rules that were fairly applied passengers with dogs or alcohol and routinely
to everyone and employees were willing to stop and block traffic to get on the hood of their
obey those rules in exchange for fair pay
taxi, roll out the prayer rug and pray for your
and decent treatment.
demise.
When employers push back, they are sued for
large damage settlements by uncooperative
Muslims (who are supported by CAIR and a
corrupt EEOC under Liberal control). Muslims
are not only suing scores of America's largest
companies, they are also suing police, the CIA,
the FBI, the federal government and any
individual that pushes back on their demands
for more and more Sharia law
accommodations.
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Immigrants Adapted to Western Norms The vast majority of immigrants to America
from the 1920's to the 1990's conformed to
the customary clothes worn by Westerners.

Muslims refuse to assimilate. They MUST look
different to display their supremacism. As an
example, headscarves are NOT a religious
requirement but merely a political statement
concocted by the Muslim Brotherhood. These
“hijabs”, as they like to call them, have recently
been likened to the hoods worn by the hate
group called the Ku Klux Klan.
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Muslims now regularly commit acts designed to
intimidate our politicians (but usually look
innocuous). Every year, Muslims hold “Muslim
Day” at Capitol buildings throughout America
where hordes of of Muslims descend on our
Gov't/Military Not Intimidated – Our
politicians like locusts to show their growing
Congressmen, Senators and military men
numbers and demand more Sharia law
and women were usually worry-free when it enforcement. They roll their prayer rugs out
came to being confronted by acts of
and block hallways or pray by the hundreds on
intimidation.
the Capitols' manicured lawns.
Military families are being threatened with
letters to wives at home with children while
husbands are deployed, and threatening notes
are left on cars as well. Hacking of government
computers to build “hit lists” of soldiers' home
addresses to be posted on Islamists websites
are now common.

Muslim taxi drivers from New Your to California
are refusing to pick up those with a seeing-eye
dog. If anyone gets into their taxi with a dog,
they are dragging them out, sometimes
physically harming the dog and throwing the
passenger's luggage in the street.
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People With Disabilities Were Respected
- A blind person would find most people
willing to help her cross the street and
simple common courtesy would find millions
of Americans holding the door for someone
in a wheelchair.
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All across America Muslims are demanding
(and getting) separate times for women's
swimming. Windows are being covered so no
Men and Women Were Equal – public
man can even look in. This is happening at
swimming pools and gyms have always
prestigious universities, at the YMCA and even
been a places where men and women
could freely associate. In religious services, in public pools. Take a look at any mosque and
men and women always sat and worshiped watch as women are forced to use the side or
rear door and sit in isolated places in the rear
together as a family or with friends of the
while men come in the front and sit wherever
opposite sex.
they chose.
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Frank Discussion of Religion was the
Norm - Religious criticism was carried on
freely in academic circles and elsewhere,
and was never stigmatized.
The Muslim Brotherhood-concocted term
"Islamophobia" didn't exist.
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The term "Islamophobia" is in widespread
use all over the world today and is
calculated to silence criticism, or even
discussion, of Islam. It a favorite in the
vocabulary of the Left and challenges our
already fragile Freedom of Speech.

Americans Did Not Hesitate to "Call a
Spade a Spade." - the foolishness of
"Political correctness" was unheard of in
times gone by.

"Political correctness" has put a dangerous
damper on frank speech about Islam; in
journalism, on campuses, and in politics,
politically-correct speech codes demonize
any analysis of Islam as "racism" or "hate
speech," among others. This is another
serious threat to our Freedom of Speech.

Billboards were Inoffensive - You didn't
have your intelligence insulted by
billboards along the highway proclaiming
outrageous and annoying lies, such as
how peaceful a man Muhammad was.

Here is an example of how Muslims try to
deceive the public into believing that theirs is a
"religion of peace." ICNA, a Muslim
Brotherhood front group, has erected a
series of billboards nationwide that paint
Muhammad in a misleadingly favorable
light. Yet another reminder of the
unwelcome incursion of Islam into our lives.

Mosques were a Rarity in America - The
chances of there being a mosque near
where you lived or worked were slim.

Mosques are now everywhere, depressing
surrounding property values and disturbing
those within hearing 5 times a day by a
muezzin blasting the call to worship (adhan). It
is not unreasonable to ask the question: Does a
mosque in an American town or neighborhood
represent a benign house of worship or yet
another scheme to oust traditional American
values and replace them with Islamic practices,
laws, and beliefs? To believe the latter is neither
evidence of bigotry nor misguided caution, but a
reasoned response to stated Islamic goals and
past Islamic actions.
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Freedom to Move in Streets and Other
Public Places - It was unheard of to have
traffic blocked by hordes of worshipers
praying in the street.

THE NEW ISLAMIC AMERICA

It is not uncommon for Muslims, as a show
of strength or as an intimidating tactic, to
pray en masse in public places, including
busy city streets. This is seen wherever
Muslims form a sizable part of the population. It
is thus quite common in European cities, but
(for the moment) less so in American ones.

With growth of the American Muslim
population, there is an increase in cruelty to
animals as a result of the inhumane
Humane Animal Slaughter Methods methods employed in halal slaughter. For
Cruelty to animals resulting from inhumane example, halal slaughter requires the animal be
slaughter methods, such as those employed bled out in agony while sick people who get off
in Islamic halal slaughter rituals, used to be watching that kind of thing have a “festival.”
uncommon.
Animals watch other animals die during the
blood-letting festival, smelling their fear and
raising their own stress. Interestingly, America's
animal rights organizations have been silent.

Only Kosher- or non-Kosher Food Americans did not demand special food be
made available in every cafeteria or shop,
and they certainly didn't get Federal
subsidies to pay for those unrealistic
demands.

Muslims have not only been successful in
getting Americans to accommodate their
demands for halal food, but have actually
succeeded in getting the Federal
Government, at US taxpayers' expense, to
subsidize its provision in public schools.
This financial blood-sucking of the American
taxpayer is one of many examples of how
Muslims get non-Muslims to pay the jizya
(poll) tax, a form of Sharia-mandated tribute
that Muslims believe is their due. In addition, a
portion of all halal certification fees, paid by
retailers, is mandated to go toward the
financing of terror (jihad).
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Seasoned pros at playing the ‘victim’ card,
US Embassies Had Reasonable Missions Muslims in America are taking the concept
US embassies overseas were there to help of ‘chutzpah’ to a whole new level by
assist Americans traveling abroad, and
demanding that the U.S. government give
Americans did not have unreasonable
them special protection during their
expectations or demands.
pilgrimage to the Hajj in Mecca, Saudi Arabia.
The Hajj experience includes ancient rituals like
throwing stones at pillars, barbaric animal
sacrifice and head shaving.

Requests for Leave from Work were
Reasonable – Americans respected their
employers and realized that the employer
would make reasonable accommodations
for requested time off. Employers rarely
worried about lawsuits from employees.

Universal Respect for Decorum and
Procedure in Law Courts - Americans
across the board had great respect for
the customs and rituals of our courts.

Muslims all across the U.S are now suing their
employers in droves while screaming
“discrimination” about anything and everything.
Frivolous lawsuits are driving costs of doing
business through the roof for companies like
UPS, Hertz, McDonald's, Whole Foods, Sears,
Cargill Meats, Star Transport, police
departments, etc.
Here is just one example of Muslim 'chutzpah'
that paid dividends: In 2008, less than a year
after starting her job as a math teacher at
MacArthur Middle School in Berkeley, Ill., a
Muslim named Safoorah Khan asked for 19
days of unpaid leave (three weeks plus two
weekends) to go on the hajj to Mecca. The
school district denied her request, which led to
a lawsuit being filed on her behalf by the
Obama Justice Department, resulting in an
award of $75,000 to the teacher.

Disgraceful accommodations have been
made for Muslims who, citing religious
reasons, refuse to rise when judges enter
and leave courtrooms.
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Americans Celebrated Holidays
Representing Only American Values Sensible Americans never considered
celebrating holidays that glorified ancient
events with inhumane animal slaughter.
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White House events Reflected
American Values – Christmas parties and
Easter Egg hunts on the White House lawn
were the norm.
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US Court Schedules Operated
According to American Tradition - US
court schedules were designed to
accommodate the majority population's
Judeo-Christian religious calendars and any
except was a rare event.
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American Jurists were Pro-American
across the board - It was inconceivable
that a mainstream legal organization in
the US would openly declare a seditious
agenda without fear of prosecution
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Islam-clueless non-Muslim Americans
have expressed solidarity with Muslims to
the extent of even fasting during
Ramadan. Regrettably, Americans as a
whole (and many Muslims too!) are pretty
ignorant regarding what the Islamic Holidays
are all about. Our paper on the Islamic
Holidays, retrievable from the home page of
www.SneakyIslam.com, is likely the only one
in existence written on this subject from a
non-Muslim perspective.

The White House now funds large-scale Iftar
dinners to celebrate the conclusion of
the Islamic Ramadan fast. Terror-linked
individuals are regularly invited to such
events, which have been an institution at the
White House since the days of the Clinton
Administration. Visits to the White House by
Muslim Brotherhood-linked persons has
become a regular occurrence since the Obama
administration took office.

American courts are now routinely
accommodating Muslim criminals and
terrorists by rescheduling hearings because of
conflicts with Ramadan.

The mainstream, influential Assembly of
Muslim Jurists of America has the
declared aim of superseding the US legal
code with a Sharia-based system. Sharia law,
as practiced in Islamic countries, supports such
punishments as the stoning of adulterers and
severing of limbs for theft.
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Safe and Pleasant Travel to Europe - It
was never necessary to take Muslim
populations and activities into account
when planning European tourist
destinations.

Women in Public Places Dressed Like
American Women - The sight of women
wearing hijabs (Muslim headscarves) in
public used to be very unusual, just as it
was in Egypt before the Muslim Brotherhood
came to power.
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Now, due to mass immigration of Muslim
"refugees" into Europe (immigration Jihad,
or Hijra), many places in Europe are no
longer as clean or as safe (especially for
Jews) as they once were. Sexual assault of
non-Muslims has become commonplace and
has even reached epidemic levels in countries
such as Germany and Sweden.

Hijabs, a political statement signifying support
for Sharia law on the part of the wearer, and
by implication Jihad, are now a common sight
all across America. They are a daily reminder
of the Jihad against the West and that the
Trojan Horse of Islam has arrived.
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A terrible precedent was created when the
Businesses Were Free to Hire Whom
US Supreme Court ruled against Abercrombie
They Wished - Retailers in America used to and Fitch for failing to accommodate a job
have a free hand in deciding whom to hire, applicant who wore a hijab, even though the
and whom not to hire.
sight of the supremacist symbol was offensive
to customers. Thus, another unwelcome
accommodation to Muslim demands.
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Male and Female Employees Were
Equally Acceptable to the American
Public – It would have been inconceivable
for hospitals and stores
to be made to comply with "religious"
demands to replace male with female
staff.
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The US Postal Service has issued stamps
Postage Stamps Reflected American
honoring the two Islamic Eid holidays,
Values - Postage stamps honored American which either glorify the Quran or celebrate
heroes and pioneers of times gone by.
Qoranic Biblical corruption. (See our Islamic
Holidays Guide at www.SneakyIslam.com).

Islamist Somalis in America have put
pressure on hospitals and stores, forcing
them to accommodate their demands to
hire female-only obstetrical staff and
salespersons, respectively. In some instances,
Muslim males are becoming violent if a male
doctor is assigned to a female patient.
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American Soldiers Dressed Like
American Soldiers – the military imposed
strict rules of dress conformity, which were
widely accepted by all.

There have been demands from Muslimas
(Muslim females) to be allowed to wear
hijabs at military parades, contrary to
military regulations that ban religious garb
that is exposed or that covers the uniform.

American Soldiers Had American
Faces – American soldiers were taught to
present a clean and conforming personal
appearance to emphasize the “group” vs.
the individual.

The Pentagon has caved to pressure from
Muslim groups by relaxing its rules and
allowing the wearing of Islamic beards. In
imitation of Muhammad, devout Muslims
grow beards, but not mustaches, and they
often dye their beards red.

Public Servants Swore on the Bible - It
used to be standard practice that officers
of the Government and Law took their
oath of office on the Bible, not on
scriptural works antithetical to American
laws and values.

A US Congressman (Keith Ellison, a.k.a.
Hakim Mohammed) and a NY civil court
judge took their oaths of office on the
Koran, a book whose precepts explicitly
contradict those of the US Constitution. How do
average Americans feel about having Shariasupporting Muslims drafting and administering
their laws?

American Heroes Were Honored in
Congress - It used to be customary to
invite American heroes to national events
such as the State of the Union Address.

Representatives of CAIR, a terrorist-supporting
organization and an unindicted
co-conspirator at the HolyLand Foundation
trial in 2007, were invited by the President of
the United States to the State of the Union
Address in January 2016. Should nefarious
individuals such as these be allowed to pollute
our most hallowed institutions?

Now, due to a groveling Islamophilic foreign
America's Allies Trusted Her - There
policy, allies have been abandoned and
was a time when we had the trust of our enemies, such as Iran, embraced. Iran, a
traditional allies, such as Israel.
threshold nuclear power, is a serious threat
to our national security.
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Attacks on America Were Never
Celebrated in Any Way Whatsoever In past years, a proposal to build a
triumphalist mosque in the heart of
Manhattan at the site of a major Jihadist
terror attack would have been dismissed
as sheer fantasy.

Not only were plans to build a mosque at
ground-zero floated, but were supported by
prominent non-Muslims of the Left, such as
then-mayor of New York, Michael Bloomberg.
Fortunately, this project has never gotten off the
ground, although some Muslims are still trying
to make it a reality. An important concept in
Islam is to always build a victory mosque on a
site that was considered conquered for Islam.

The adoption of ALAC (American Laws for
American Courts) legislation by a growing
American Courts Dispensed Only
number of US states is a response to
American Law - Islamic Sharia courts,
attempts by American Muslims to have
superseding American law, were unheard of.
Sharia law take precedence over the US
Constitution.

Americans Didn't Engage with Groups
Planning Their Downfall - "Interfaith
dialogue" with Muslims used to be an
uncommon activity.

Males Committing Crimes Were
Identifiable as Males - It used to be
unheard of for religious apparel to be
used as disguise in the commission of
crimes.

Muslims are using "interfaith dialogue,"
regrettably with the unconditional
participation of ignorant and naive nonMuslims, to promote their supremacist
agenda. The "interfaith dialogue" sham is a
form of Dawa (proselytism), itself an instrument
of Jihad. (See our Guide on Interfaith Dialogue
with Muslims at www.SneakyIslam.com).

Muslim male criminals have been
committing robberies and murders by taking
advantage of face-and-body-covering
Islamic garb to disguise themselves as
fundamentalist Muslim women, their true
identity thus concealed from law enforcement.
(this has been dubbed "burqa banditry.")
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The Tax Code Treated All Religions
Equally - There was no exemption from
taxation on religious grounds. Nor was
exemption from taxation built into US
health legislation (until Obamacare, that
is).

Under ObamaCare, Muslims may claim a
religious exemption denied Christians and
Jews, effectively imposing a tax on nonMuslims. Another example of the imposition of
the jizya tax on non-Muslims. It is interesting to
note that should non-Muslims in Islamic
societies decide not to pay the tax, the only
other choices, as proscribed by the Quran, are
to either convert to Islam or be killed.

Cousins Seldom Married Cousins Inbreeding as a cause of public health
effects was an uncommon occurrence.

Consanguineous marriage and inbreeding, rife
among Muslims the world over, places an
unwelcome burden on a country's health
resources on account of higher incidences
of mental and other diseases; this is also
true of America's growing Muslim population.

American Companies Were Patriotic US companies were not at risk for funding
terrorism.
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Freedom to Protect Our Private Parts A parent or family member never even
considered cutting female children to
destroy their future sexuality.
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Religion Did Not Sanction Wife-abuse and most certainly not wife-beating!

Many major US companies now knowingly
engage in Shariah Compliant Finance, a
mechanism for siphoning billions of dollars
to terrorist organizations through Zakat
(religiously-mandated "charity.")

The practice of clitoridectomy, (female genital
mutilation), illegal in the US but sanctioned in
Sharia law, is being practiced covertly and on
Muslim girls, mostly immigrants to America. It is
estimated that over 250,000 girls are mutilated
each year in the United States alone.

Wife-beating is sanctioned in the Koran
(4:34); no wonder then that physical abuse
of Muslim women by their spouses is
rampant in the US.
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Medical Organizations Were Ethical – It
was unheard of that an American medical
body would advocate performing a
procedure, serving no medical purpose, on
the genitalia of girls.

Freedom of Speech Not Attacked
Through Our Legal System - The term
"lawfare," implying the draining of one's
financial and other resources due to
being forced to fight legal battles, had not
come into common usage.

Holidays on School Calendars
Reflected American Values - There were
no demands by Muslims to have their
holidays placed on the school calendar.

Patriotic Americans ran American
schools - When did the US taxpayer ever
agree to fund Turkish-run schools in
which children are indoctrinated into the
ways of Islam?
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In an outrageously shameful and despicable
accommodation to Sharia law, the American
Academy of Pediatrics advocated, in 2010,
that American doctors be allowed to stick
girls clitorises with a needle to satisfy Muslim
demands for female genital mutilation.

The predatory practice known as "lawfare,"
consisting of the filing of frivolous and
malicious lawsuits designed to intimidate
and bankrupt defendants critical of Islam, is
now commonplace. CAIR and others use this
tactic in an attempt to silence public discourse
on Islam. This is, in effect, another of the many
attacks on Free Speech that Islam employs
against America, in furtherance of the aims of
the 57-member Organization of Islamic
Cooperation's (OIC) Cairo Declaration, a
document in direct violation of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights.

Demands by Muslims to have Islamic
holidays placed on school calendars
have been shamefully met in several
American school districts. These barbaric
celebrations, which should have no place in a
Judeo-Christian-based society, are discussed at
length in our publication, “The Holidays of
Islam, a Guide for non-Muslims” on
www.SneakyIslam.com.

The US Congress (i.e., the US taxpayer) has
voted to fund the expansion of charter
schools, including the Turkish Islamist
Gulen Movement's schools, of which there
are around 150 in the US; over 60,000 students
in these schools are being subjected to
Islamist indoctrination.
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Arabic Language Schools Were Not
un-American - teaching a seditious
agenda was not part of our educational
system.

American taxpayers are funding Arabic
language schools in the US that tend to
indoctrinate students in "radical Islam."

American Schoolchildren Were Not
Under Constant Attack to Become
“The Other” - In the olden days, neither
non-Muslim nor Muslim school children
would have been cajoled into wearing
hijabs in solidarity with political Islam.

A perfect example of supreme Ignorance of
Islam and its tactics was on display in New
York, where a high school accommodated
World Hijab Day by having its female
students don hijabs, the most visible
symbol of a seditious political movement..

Christians Were Free to Preach the
Gospel to non-Christians – Christianity
was encouraged in America and
“spreading the word” rarely came under
attack.

Incredibly, Christians have been jailed for
preaching Christianity to Muslims in
Dearborn, Michigan, location of the largest
concentration of Muslims in America.

So-called honor killings are increasing in
number in the US as its Muslim population
Parents Were Very Protective of Their
rises. Innocent children brought here from
Children – only a person with severe
Muslim lands just want to assimilate and
mental problems would consider
have fun like other kids. Unfortunately, too
murdering his/her own children.
many times, Muslim parents consider their
behavior un-Islamic and murder them to
supposedly “save face” in their community.

American News Stations Were
Trusted – newscasters did not attempt
to white-wash reality with phony
experts.

Instead of interviewing genuine experts on
the real Islam, American television
(particularly the partially Saudi-owned Fox)
misleads viewers by regularly featuring socalled Muslim “experts” that peddle a
"reformed" Islam that has no basis in
Islamic scripture and which does not, in
fact, exist. American TV viewers deserve
better than this.
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Americans Were Free to Abandon Their
Religion Without Fear - Religious leaders
in America would never sanction the death
penalty for those leaving any religion.
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The death sentence for apostasy (leaving
one's religion), proscribed in Sharia law, has
been sanctioned by American Muslim
clerics.

Muslims regularly complain of anti-Muslim
hate crimes when, in fact, they are
extremely rare in America and are far
Religious Groups Did Not Made False
outnumbered by antisemitic incidents. Such
Claims of Hate Crimes or Vandalize Their claims are aimed at instilling feelings of guilt
Own Property – members of different
in non-Muslims and obtaining various
religious groups generally respected each
unearned accommodations for Muslims.
other .
In reality, many Muslims have been caught
faking hate crimes and mosque vandalism to
gain favor in the media and affect the political
agenda of America with the goal:of getting a law
passed that outlaws all criticism of Islam.

.
When Americans Thought of Camps,
They Usually Thought of Kids' Summer
Camps - It used to be beyond the
imagination that terror-training camps would
be allowed to operate unimpeded across the
US.

Twenty-two jihadist enclaves, where
members receive paramilitary training, run by
Muslims of the Americas, are being
allowed to operate freely in several states.
It is beyond belief that these camps have not
been summarily shut down by our law
enforcement, and those who operate them
indicted.
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Americans Considered Western Culture
Superior - Americans of all stripes and
colors were convinced that the “Land of the
Free” and “Home of the Brave” represented
the best the world had to offer. American
products were coveted the world over and
considered to be some of the highest quality
goods to be found anywhere.

The Leftist-driven moral relativism and
multiculturalism agenda, along with the
seditious agenda of many Muslims, is to
declare that America is racist, unfair and
unworthy. Because of this constant drumbeat of
fictitious propaganda, many Americans have
lost pride and confidence in the core values
that made the American culture superior to
that of the Middle East.

Individuals from far and wide emulated our
culture while entire countries modeled their The reality is that it is Muslim activists who are
financial and government systems on those behind many of the uprisings and much of the
current wave of dissatisfaction sweeping the
of the United States of America. .
country. To see just how wrong they are and to
get a feel for America's greatness, one has to
look no further than to compare the number of
Nobel Prizes earned by America and that of
those earned by Islamic countries.
America, at 4.38% of the world's population has
357 Nobel Prizes. All 50 Muslim-majority
countries combined, weighing in with 23% of
the world's total population, have a whopping
12. That's right,twelve, as of 3/2016.
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Police protection Was Not Needed at
Houses of Worship - You were not
confronted by police guards when you
arrived at your synagogue or Jewish
Community Center.
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The Twin Towers of the World Trade
Center Were the Crowning Glory of the
Lower Manhattan Skyline - Do you
remember the iconic Twin Towers, the
pride of the New York business district?

Because of the threat of Muslim anti-Jewish
terrorism, the presence of armed guards at
establishments where Jews congregate
has become essential. This is becoming the
norm all across the world.

The New York skyline has been remodeled,
thanks to a spectacular act of terrorism driven
by the Islamic Jihadist imperative. Around 3,000
innocent Americans were slaughtered that day
before the eyes of all the World.
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American Soldiers Zealously Protected
Their Comrades in Arms – Terrorist
attacks on our soldiers by fellow soldiers
were unheard of.

Now, with Muslim men in the military,
closet Jihadists, or even proclaimed
Jihadists such as Nidal Hasan, are mounting
fatal attacks on fellow soldiers.

President Obama's pro-Islamic sentiments
and actions are legendary, but who would
have thought that other highly-placed
government officials, such as the CIA
Director, would be revealed as being alleged
closet Muslims?
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Our Leaders Epitomized Our JudeoChristian Heritage - We used to have
presidents and high government officials
whom we would never in our wildest
dreams have suspected of being
followers of Islam.
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Jewish Students Felt Safe on College
Campuses – It was inconceivable that
Jewish students would be attacked for
supporting Israel, or simply for being
Jewish.
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An anti-Western Movement That
The vicious Islamic terror group, ISIS, has
Regularly Beheaded or Burned Alive its
spread its tentacles far and wide and now
Opponents Was Unheard Of – No one had
has a threatening presence in all 50 US
ever heard of ISIS.
states.
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It is now commonplace for Jewish students at
US colleges to be subjected to various forms of
harassment, including violence, by Muslim
student groups. Particularly aggressive is the
organization Students for Justice in Palestine
(as if "Palestine" even exists!)

Anti-terrorist Governmental Dept. Not
Needed - There used to be no need for a
huge government department aimed at
detecting and forestalling terrorist threats

The growing threat of Jihadi terrorism has given
rise to a bloated and ever-growing bureaucracy,
the Department of Homeland Security – a
drain on the already depleted American
taxpayer.

America Championed Christians and
other Minorities in the Middle East - It
used to be unthinkable that widespread,
rampant persecution of Christians would
be ignored by the US government.

Islam's political clout, both at home and
abroad, has become so powerful that,
shamefully, there has been no meaningful
response on the part of the US government
to the persecution and ethnic cleansing of
Christians, now rampant in the Middle East.
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Americans Proudly Defended American
Laws and Constitution – It would in the
past have been unthinkable that a
significant segment of the US population
would be in favor of laws that run counter to
traditional American values and the
Constitution.
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Prison Inmates Were Not Subjected to
Seditious Coercion - Being populated
mostly by Christians, Jews, or atheists,
American prisons were never thought of as
breeding grounds for Islam.

Tens of thousands of federal prison
inmates, under the influence of imprisoned
terrorists or Muslim chaplains, or to gain
protection from other prisoners, have
converted to Islam while serving time.
Imagine the havoc that these inmates can
wreak when released into society!
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No Threats to Our Freedom of Speech
From Foreigners or Seditionists - Our
Constitution's First Amendment,
guaranteeing Freedom of Speech, was
never threatened with elimination.

Thanks to US Administration's collusion with the
powerful Organization of Islamic Cooperation)
(OIC) criminalization of criticism of Islam
may, in the not-too-distant future, become a
reality in America. This is very likely to come to
fruition should a Democrat win the White House
in 2016.

Peaceful Places of Worship - Mosques
used to be thought of as innocent places
of worship, akin to churches or
synagogues.

A large percentage of mosques are being
used as centers of Jihadist indoctrination
and recruitment, thus posing a serious
security risk to the US. This should not come as
a surprise, as no mosque that preaches other
than orthodox Islamic doctrine (of which Jihad
is a key component) is known to exist.
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Rape of Women Relatively Rare –
Rape of women used to be a relatively
uncommon occurrence in most American
towns and cities.

Surveys show that an alarmingly high
percentage of the US Muslim population
wants Sharia as the prevailing law in
America.

As has happened in Europe, there is now
also a veritable rape epidemic in many
American towns due to the placement of
Muslim "refugees" by the Government. This
is the "Hijra" (immigration Jihad) in action.
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Slavery in America Had Been
Effectively Abolished – Any normal
American would surely laugh if you said
there are still slaves in America.

A Pro-American Electoral College Electoral College members were not
interested in hidden seditious agendas.

Native Americans Were Not
un-American – American Indians have
assimilated well into American society and
have contributed to the country's wellbeing.

Security Clearances Worked – Providing
security clearances for individuals with an
anti-American agenda was unheard of.
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Slavery is an old tradition in Islam and is part of
Sharia law. Today, Muslims around the world
own over 14 million slaves and now they are
bringing them to America. No one knows how
many poor souls Muslims have enslaved in the
U.S because they usually live in isolated
enclaves surrounded by other Muslims that
generally agree with the practice. Numerous
Muslims have already been charged for
keeping slaves brought into the country on
phony work visas.

Muslims have become hyper-active in American
politics of late. Everywhere you look, there
seem to be Muslims in training for political
positions. Recently, they have made major
moves to try to influence the presidential
elections. One of those steps was to plant an
Islamist on the Electoral College. The foot is
now in the door.

Turkish Islamists have been using the cover of
Turkish-American relations to sow hateful
resentment in the American Indian community.
This is being done so that they can add the
group to their list of allies in their “Islam against
the U.S.” agenda .In addition, there have been
instances where CAIR has been caught trying
to convince the Native Americans that their true
heritage is Islam.

Islamists have now obtained high-level
security clearance for jobs in the high-tech
industry and military, resulting in a serious
security threat to America. (How was Muslim
Brotherhood-connected Huma Abedin ever
allowed to serve as chief assistant to the
Secretary of State?)
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Seditionists Were Arrested and
Prosecuted – it was laughable to think that
groups, posing as cultural and advocacy
bodies and supporting an open agenda of
sedition, would ever be allowed to actively
recruit and train an army of followers intent
on overthrowing the Constitution.

CAIR, along with other Muslim Brotherhood
front groups (ISNA, NAIT, IAP, etc.) were
declared "unindicted co-conspirators" at
the Holy Land terror-funding trial in Dallas,
Texas, in 2007. These groups have never
been prosecuted.

Public Conferences Did Not Preach
Sedition - Open sedition by religiouslybased societies, operating without fear of
prosecution, was far from common in
previous years.

Muslim Brotherhood front groups in the US,
such as ISNA, openly convene annual
conferences where Jihadists are given a
platform to incite violence. As an example,
Hillary Clinton, as Secretary of State,
revoked George W. Bush's ban on the entry
into the US of notorious Islamist Tariq
Ramadan, grandson of the founder of the
Muslim Brotherhood and a sought-after speaker
at such events.

Americans Promoted Only American
Interests Abroad - It was unheard of for
American Muslim groups to actively
promote the radicalization of Muslims
overseas..

US Islamist groups have been
campaigning to exchange secular
authoritarianism for religious
authoritarianism in the Middle East, with
dangerous implications for US foreign
policy.

We Believed in a Secure Future for Our
Culture - We were once blissfully
confident in America's future, secure in our
belief that our fair, decent Judeo-Christian
culture would continue to thrive
indefinitely.

We see posters and banners at Muslim
demonstrations proclaiming that "Islam will
dominate the world" and realize that unless
we wake up, recognize and confront the Islamic
Jihad in all its aspects, this prediction could yet
become a reality.
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Everyday Americans Were Safe From
Attacks by Religious Zealots - In days
gone by, Americans, whether civilian or
military personnel, did not have to worry
about being threatened with death at the
hands of jihadists.

America's Survival as a Country Was
Assured - Practically no one had ever
heard of an electromagnetic pulse attack
or worried about such an eventuality.
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We Funded Only Our Own Houses of
Worship - American taxpayers were not in
the habit of funding the renovation of
mosques, especially not overseas ones.
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We Assumed That Americans Who
Looked and Acted like Us Shared Our
Values - We never used to think that
people in Western garb, behaving like
regular Americans, could be closet
terrorists.
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Deaths of Americans at the hands of
jihadists is now a very real threat. As the
Muslim population increases in the United
States, so too will the number of Islamic
terror attacks. This is because the pool
from which the radicals recruit grows
bigger every day. Studies show that between 5
– 25% of Muslims in America believe that
violence in defense of Islam is justified. The
number of potential terrorists therefore grows
proportionately with the overall number, even if
only a small minority actually plot terror. For a
shocking list of the many deadly Islamic terror
attacks on American soil since 1972, see the
citation listed with this item.

A Jihad-inspired EMP attack, with the
projected ability to kill 90% of Americans
within a year, has become a very real
possibility. The military is currently aware of
multiple Islamic countries that are exploring this
possibility right now. To be effective, a direct hit
is not necessary - only an explosion in the
atmosphere over the country is required.

American taxpayers have been burdened
to the tune of $770,000,000 because of our
Islamophile president's decision, in a
disgusting display of appeasement, to fund
the renovation of mosques in the Islamic
world..

ISIS has issued an e-book titled “How to
Survive in the West,” teaching Muslims in
the U.S. and elsewhere in the free world to
appear to be secular and moderate –
until the time comes to strike. This is one of
the many kinds of Stealth Jihad.
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We Were Very Proud of Everything
NASA Did – To most Americans, NASA
served as a true inspiration to old and
young alike. It represented the “anything
is possible” attitude displayed by the
rugged American spirit and incredible
ingenuity.

In a disgraceful perversion of its mission,
the NASA administrator was instructed by
President Obama to "reach out to the
Muslim world and engage much more with
predominantly Muslim nations to help
them feel good about their historic
contribution to science, math and
engineering."

Our News Media Was Unbiased Remember the days when the US public,
because of our unbiased and honest news
media, was well-informed about what was
happening in the US and in the rest of the
world?

With very few exceptions, today's media
outlets are either slanted towards Islam,
or ignore it altogether. Pamela Geller refers
to them as the "enemedia." The result of
this bias is an uneducated public that is
unaware of the considerable threats that
Islam poses to our country.

Equal Rights for All Americans –
It was inconceivable that one could
become a second-class citizen in one's
own country.

Freedom of Movement for Writers Writers and scholars have never had to
fear for their safety for expressing the
truth.

In the Islamic institution known as
dhimmitude, when Muslims assume
governance over non-Muslims the latter
are, at best, relegated to the role of second
class citizens, having to pay the jizya tax
and be subjected to other forms of
humiliation. With the shameful concessions
to Islam that the US has already made, we
are already, in many respects, acting like
dhimmis. Unless America soon reverses
course and effectively confronts Islam, full
dhimmitude could very well be our future.

Heightened security precautions have
become essential for every person or
organization that writes or speaks out
against the threat of Islam. Some of
these individuals have been forced to use
pen names. Many writers in the U.S. and
abroad who speak the truth about Islam have
been the target of death threats.
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Law-enforcement Well-funded and
Manned - The police in the past have
been capable of responding to calls in a
reasonably timely manner, and with
adequate resources.

Government Understood our Enemys'
Doctrines - the ideas motivating the Nazis
and the Communists were well understood
and acted upon accordingly.
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Ever since Islamic terrorism reared its ugly
head, law enforcement has had to spend
inordinate amounts of time preventing
terrorism and tracking down terrorists. The
time spent on these activities takes them
away from keeping us safe from murderers,
rapists, thieves and vandals.

The U.S. government has failed to grasp
and acknowledge Islamic doctrine, thus
endangering the security of the United
States. A prime example is the Doctrines
of Deception, used to great effect by
stealth jihadists in fooling the American
people into believing that Islam is a "religion
of peace" and that the intentions of all
Muslim groups in the US are benign and
beyond reproach.

The partially Saudi-owned Fox network is
.
currently producing a Muslim family
American TV reflected American Values - situation comedy that is designed to combat
Television programs reflected our Judeo“Islamophobia” by showing supposedly
Christian culture.
racist, ignorant, xenophobic Americans that,
"hey, Muslims are just like us." This
misguided effort fails to recognize that the
suspicion that Americans have of Islam
comes from jihad terror and Islamic
supremacism, not from racism and bigotry.
American TV ads regularly cowtow to the
Politically Correct "diversity" cult by
including the inevitable smiling young
woman with the hijab (an ominous political
statement) along with regular Americans.
Our television space has also been invaded
by the blatantly pro-Islamist network Al
Jazeera, based in Qatar.
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Today, the entire country has become polarized
over the issue of Islam. Although Democrats
say that their core values are aligned against
almost everything that Islam stands for, they
still feel compelled to align themselves with the
ideology in hopes that they can eviscerate their
common enemies, the Republicans and the
Conservatives.
No matter how much evidence or proof is
offered that Islam's very foundation is based on
hate and terrorism, Liberals refuse to listen.
Sometimes, they even become violent as they
attempt to justify their protection of the group
that would gladly kill them, if only their
population numbers were large enough.
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Americans Were Not Divided Over
Religion – members of all religions
generally got along well together and even
when discussions did arise over theology,
heated, out-of-control arguments rarely
ensued.

Meanwhile, Muslim are laughing it up as
Americans are tearing each other apart.
This was precisely what they had planned back
as early as 1991 when a blueprint for Islam in
America was found in a super-secret hiding
place in a routine raid.
Essentially, the Muslim Brotherhood document
can be summed up in in one statement that
was found within:
The process of settlement is a “CivilizationJihadist Process” with all the means. The
Ikhwan [Muslim Brotherhood] must understand
that their work in America is a kind of grand
Jihad in eliminating and destroying the
Western civilization from within and
“sabotaging” its miserable house by their
hands and the hands of the believers so that it
is eliminated and Allah’s religion is made
victorious over all other religions.
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America's Kids Did Not Join Foreign
Terrorist Orgs - our culture, unlike that of
Islam, was founded on love, not hate; so,
most American kids grew up to be good,
productive citizens and rejected ideologies
of hatred and murder.

Muslims are now driving their 1400 year old
hatred for “everything non-Islamic” into the
hearts and minds of otherwise normal
American kids all across the country. And, this
is exactly how Islam has devastated every
nation it has ever entered.- corrupt the youth,
create dissension and divide and conquer
the gullible and unsuspecting nation.

